YOUR URBAN ESCAPE

Located in the heart of Orchard, KUVO
– A lifestyle concept by tcc sets a new
benchmark for multi-concept spaces.
Its elegant and sophisticated interior
makes the perfect setting for your any
event that aims to impress.

KUVO, which is derived from “cuvée”, the French equivalent for “blend”, is a
stunning multi-concept space to wine and dine right in the heart of Orchard
Road.

Interior
Spanning over 9,000sqft, the interior design blends the traditional appeal of
Japanese shoji screens with modern contemporary styles to exude comfort and
warmth in a welcoming ambience, and an open concept that allows flexible use
of the venue for any hosted events despite the size of the party.

Ambrosia I & II and Gazebo

With a delectable spread of International cuisine, the main dining space at KUVO
seats up to 80 persons, over two separate wings. Adding a touch of exclusivity to
the posh indoor environs of Ambrosia, there is the Gazebo within framed by
wooden sliding doors that are Shoji-inspired with latticed panels to open up or
close off the areas.

Vine Lounge

The Vine Lounge is a welcome oasis for urban warriors seeking a laid back spot
to satiate their love for wine. An elegant environment pulled together by a classy
bar counter and with over 100 wine labels to choose from, this place has the
perfect blend of food and wine combinations for your business meetings or
networking events.

Elixir Bar

This 40-seater bar is the perfect venue to host an intimate cosy event. Aside from
the exquisite cocktails that one can select from the beverage menu, allow our inhouse mixologist Yutaka Nakashima to theme your cocktails around your special
event in creating a bespoke creation to delight all your guests.

Gift Shop

To make your event a memorable one, be sure to check out the charming gift
shop offering house brand gourmet tea, coffee blends and exquisite gifts and pick
out something suitable just for your event.

Map

Address: 321 Orchard Road, #02-01, Orchard Shopping Centre, Singapore
238866.
Tel: 6733 8272

Floor Plan

Ambrosia I
Elixir Bar
Gazebo
Ambrosia II
Vine Lounge

Seating capacity
30 guests
28 guests
28 guests
16 guests
49 guests

Standing capacity
60 guests
80 guests
NA
40 guests
50 guests
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